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“My parents have always respectfully
refused to recite the Pledge of Allegiance,”
says illustrator Chris Raschka, whose
acclaimed books include A Poke in the I, a
New York Times Best Illustrated Book of the
Year. The artist’s father belongs to a
religious denomination with strong pacifist
beliefs, while his mother remembers being
a teenager in Nazi Austria. “That’s why I
was drawn to this project,” he says. “In
America, we each have the freedom to
choose, including the freedom to choose
whether or not to say the Pledge.”

Initially, Chris Raschka felt that he was the
last person one would expect to be
involved in the book. But then he realized
that “maybe I would be the right one,
because I wanted to approach it from a
new perspective.” As he did so, he says, “I

became very emotionally involved. We
have so many rote feelings about the
Pledge, one way or another, that the
more we can look at it afresh, the
better.” One way he used design to
this effect was to “split up the text in
an unpredictable way. When you get
it out of its rote rhythm, then you see
the beauty of the words themselves
again.” The artist also drew on
graphic elements of the flag itself
and used simple construction paper
“to bring it into the classroom.” His
aim was that his quirky illustrations,
with their simple, stylized line

drawings, would “bring a sense of
inclusion. That is my hope, for everyone—
to make it come alive.”
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Bill Martin Jr and Michael

Sampson Demystify All Those

Big Words in I Pledge Allegiance

“I think the Pledge of Allegiance is the most beautiful chain

of language I know,” says Bill Martin Jr, himself the

acclaimed author of some 300 children’s books, including the

rhythmic classic Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You

See?, illustrated by Eric Carle. “It’s a miracle that children can

even recite the Pledge of Allegiance with its sophisticated

and complex language, yet they jump right in. The Pledge of

Allegiance is forever imprinted on their minds.”

The Pledge of Allegiance was written for children more than

a century ago, and for about that long, they’ve found its big

words a bit confusing. Now, with fellow literacy expert

Michael Sampson, Bill Martin Jr has given children a hand

and parsed this familiar Pledge once and for all. “About ten

years ago I heard Bill tell a conference audience that the

Pledge would be perfect reading material for young kids, if

only they understood what words like ‘indivisible’ meant,”

says coauthor Michael Sampson. And so I Pledge Allegiance

was born—a remarkable book in which the authors look at

every word and explain, simply and clearly, what it means—

a decoding that seems especially timely in light of recent

events.

“I Pledge Allegiance provides teachers with a book that kids

can already read, since they know the words and can simply

match what they have in their heads to what is on the page,”

Bill Martin Jr points out. “It also provides background

information on what the Pledge means.” By helping kids

understand this patriotic poem, he hopes to share the “love of

language and love of country” that he himself feels. “I like to

recite poetry,” Bill Martin Jr explains, “because my life is lifted

up when beautiful words come out of my mouth.”
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Liberty is freedom.

Every person who lives in this country has a right 

to be free and to make his or her own choices.


